Updates:
- Community Development Update – Julian
  - TOMORROW – Tuesday Afternoon in the GPSO offices
    - It is NOT free. The photographer miscommunicated her fees to us
  - Thursday – Make Me Bad. Show at 7:30 (reception at 6:30)
    - At Bloomington Playwright’s Project
- Mentoring Center Grand Opening – Friday 12-2pm
- UGS Cookie Contest – Yolanda
  - Annual Cookie Contest
  - GPSO is invited to participate
  - Every entry costs $5 and you win the pot
  - We can also enter judges

Discussion:
- Assembly Review & Planning
  - Feb. Resolutions – ...
  - Speaker?
  - Elections/Appointment Preview
- GPSO Space –
  - was taken out of UGS Wells plan but has now been reinserted; 3 40 sq ft. work stations in private space, no GPSO common space – shared with UGS and its units; shared conference room; same floor as Grad Commons a possibility
  - Can decide if would rather be in Union or a house; in which case need to move now; discuss pros and cons and decide best path
    - Perks of Wells: We would be centralized with UGS and Grad Commons
    - Cons of Wells: Wells is terrible and we would be several floors up
  - Other Possibilities: Student Union or a House
- Grad Student Orientation
  - Small group meeting to examine results from dept. survey; no surveying students
  - Welcome to IU newsletter/email from UGS/GPSO
- Orientation with end of the week required partial day for campus level information; orientation fair; and some kind of social event with faculty
  - We will have an open floor on this at assembly
    - Meeting with Provost Wednesday 1/28
      - Andrew would like some time dedicated to sustainability
    - GPSO Committees --- Update on functioning and efficiency etc.
      - Use Initiative Tracker
        - Julianna did this best. Follow her example
- Open Floor